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About This Content

Preview the Crimzon Clover Arranged Soundtrack!

Celebrating the great support of Crimzon Clover's players, we are proud to bring you the Arranged Soundtrack for Crimzon
Clover! This is a re-imagining of the original Crimzon Clover soundtrack by Locomalito's Gryzor87 (composer of arcade games

Hydorah and Maldita Castilla). Elements of classic shmup soundtracks mix with Crimzon Clover's signature sound to create a
new audio experience.

Contents of the AST include:

25 new audio tracks integrated in game, featuring re-imagined music for all menus, stages, and boss battles. Simply
enable the AST from the sound settings and enjoy new music while you play!

Composed to suit the action: all music has been painstakingly arranged to fit the action of the game perfectly and
provide a great play experience.

All tracks are also provided in CD-quality lossless audio, plus 10 unused bonus tracks! Headphones enthusiasts will
enjoy the best quality audio. Tracks will be downloaded to your Crimzon Clover Steam folder.
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Album art and track listing from Locomalito are included.

Long live the shmups!
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The human mind has an innate ability to organize memories into stories... and then ask if someone else is authoring the story
instead. Stories within stories and their authors inside them are common themes in various metafictional novels and films but
have not appeared very often in games. Memoria builds an interesting, labyrinthian tale from themes of imagination, memory
and myth that pleases the senses as well as the mind.

Memoria picks up where Chains of Satinav left off, with the bird-catcher Geron once again leading the cast. Since playing the
previous title is all but necessary I will not discuss any plot details from either. As a general description it can be said that the
story takes place in two completely different times and places and accordingly on two different levels which mix in various
interesting ways as events unfold. Unfortunately the story inside the main story, the one detailing Sadja, a princess in an Arabian-
like kingdom, begins on the wrong foot. I have rarely seen a more cold-blooded and merciless exposition beginning to a story as
the one for Sadja. To make things even worse her quest is a rather abstract one making it difficult to become immediately
involved. Sadja herself is odd company: ambitious to the brink of ruthlessness with an odd sense of a grand fate awaiting her.
As such she is as unusual creative choice but in the end does fit into the overall themes and design.

The writing in general is more concerned with the whole than the parts which I found pleasing. There are no quotable one-liners
nor amusing banter but given the fairytale surroundings this austerity may indeed be better than any rhetorical flower
arrangements. The somewhat weak beginning is the only major flaw and offset by the very impressive ending. The many layers
of mythology logic seen throughout the story are also unusual and take the place of any everyday realism. In this case the high
fantasy works since the whole is kept to an economical length are there are no larger-than-life emotional outbursts.

While the writing takes some time to draw the player in this cannot be said from the sensory stimulation. The hand-drawn
environments are both lucid and vivid and could not have been done better. One of the key strengths with Chains of Satinav was
the bittersweet orchestral soundtrack and while Memoria does not reach the same heights it does an admirable job of setting the
mood. A true weakness in the presentation are once again the animations. Slight ruggedness during adventures is somewhat easy
to ignore but becomes difficult indeed during moments of dialogue. When the only part of the face moving is the mouth the
effect is jarring to say the least.

As the puzzles require fantasy logic to solve some of them may be problematic but I did not see any insurmountable ones. The
number of items, hotspots and screens needed for a major puzzle are kept to reasonable limits. The game also has a questlog to
remind you of the current task as well as lore reminders of the things you have learned. Should you lose hope on a puzzle there
is even a hint system for the desperate. Chains of Satinav introduced limited spellcasting into the otherwise traditional pointing-
and-clicking. Geron only had one ability at his disposal in that game but now he has two in addition to Sadja's three. Not all of
these are used very much so some editing could have been useful but on the other hand this system lessens the clunky
"bottomless pockets" inventory-based problems of many other adventure games.

Memoria's ultimate strength is perhaps a strong sense of identity. The developers did their very best with the indie resources
available and cleary love the genre and the game as much as the adventure game audience does. Memoria will not conquer the
world any more than any other contemporary adventure will but for those willing to appreciate its quiet appeal there is much
pleasure to be discovered within these ten hours.. Short but awesome!!!
this game trolls you left and right and its a riot!!! I love games like the talos principle and this fits right in as a "look" at those
style of games themselves. It's meta as all get out, and that's too trendy now to call cool, but they pull it off stupendously. the
voice work is hilarious.

Con: its really short. I know this type of thing takes forevs to put together, and I'm ok with it. just feels a bit pricey for a game
i've spent 5.6 hrs on, granted i could save a baby for 4 hrs still, but i really don't see myself replaying this much more. I don't
feel swindled, just overcharged. 4.99 - 9.99 i feel is a better cost v. reward ratio.. Things I like:

 Each world (I've gotten up to world 4, has more levels than you need to finish to progress. Some are more complex than
others. Means when I'm stumped by a level, I can go try another. Then when I've past that world, I can come back alter
to complete more levels to unlock the bonus stages for that world. The game gives me options and I like that.

 Each world adds another operator, which increases the possibility space of the puzzles. Lends the game a nice curve.
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 Good, chill music.. This game starts getting challenging from the middle of it like 15 lvl and then or something, pretty
smart and new mechanic for a platformer to can't jump just change the gravity of yourself and walk upside down, it took
me a couple of hours to finish it but it really worth it, for the cost of 0.99 euro it's one of the best indie platformer
games. I recommend it as hell and i think you will have a good or a ragy time playing this!! <3. Well-balanced tower
defense set inside an especially compromised immune system.

Tower upgrades and improvements include the usual suspects, with a decent difficulty curve.

DYL is not genre-redefining but is evident of solid design (frame rate drops on busier maps notwithstanding).

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link)
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Difficult, complex, and extremely addictive. I don't often play games where I get stuck on one level for nearly an hour and don't
get bored or angry once. It reminds me of the Donkey Kong Country games, where failing over and over until you learn all the
ins and outs of the level and do it in one final flawless attempt is the most satisfying part of the experience. It doesn\u2019t hold
your hand, but makes you feel like a genius when you figure out all its little tricks ("THAT'S why those big arrows are there!")
and complete a level.

Visually it's beautiful, the art style has so much charm and there are so many small details to catch. There's so much going on
but it's not distracting and all builds up this really intriguing dark atmosphere. I'm only a few hours in but there's a great sense of
mystery from the environment and the voices that has me determined to get through all the levels just to see more. And as a
huge Conker fan you can imagine my joy at hearing Chris Seavor's voices again.

Also, Rusty is adorable. He\u2019s scared of the dark and hearts come out of him when you pet him to wake him up. Why
haven\u2019t you bought this game yet?. This game is simple, but as it is simple, is beautiful. Hope there are new versions so
there are corrections in some things, I definitely recommend. Repeatedly crashes whenever I try to start it up and the one time I
acually loaded in to it, there was no one.. This game is extremely fun! I recommend having some real drinks nearby as after a
few mins of playing you'll be thirst for real. Hope the dev adds career mode with actual patrons you serve and more ambient
sounds like people talking, glasses clinking, and general bar atmospheric noises.

At the moment, I play the game over speakers instead of the Vive headphones and have a Chrome browser open with a youtube
video of 8 hours of "bar sounds" It really helps with immersion! Here is a LINK to the sounds I have playing in background
while playing Flairtender.

Cons

--right now are the sliders for adjusting height and position need to go and be replaced with something else, it's a pain to adjust
one slider but then when clicking on the next one it resets the first slider position.
--Glasses\/cups should be right-side up when picking them up, not always upside-down no matter what orientation your
controllers are.
--When mixing, there should be an option to list what amount of each ingredient you've already put in, instead of having the oz
total accumulate. For example, if it calls for X oz of tequila, X oz of triple sec, X oz of lemon juice, when you mix have each
one on a separate line. 1.5oz of tequila, and next line underneath says 1.5 oz of triple sec, and next line with 1.0 oz of lemon
juice. The system in place right now it's sometimes difficult on the fly to be like oh crap how much of what is already in there,
it just says 6.xx oz so far.. Intriguingly weird screenshots and "Very Positive" (at the day of purchase) reviews summary.
What could possibly go wrong?

Well, apparently it's possible to turn delirious journey of a drug-induced malfunctioning brain into an absolutely mind-numbing
slog by putting next to no effort into it (that one room, couple of telnet BBS imitating images on TV and incomprehensibly
cryptic bulls\u041dit writing\/objectives is all you get from it)

P.S. Meanwhile, something only slightly more expensive, like MIND: Path of Thalamus, that has too much talking and terrible
voice delivery, yet also having impeccably beautiful world, crafted with, quite obviously, big load of love and care, and some
actual f*\u0441king gameplay and puzzles in it, gets "Mixed" reviews.. Good idea, but there's one itty bitty baby Wompit sized
problem-you have to play campaign to unlock level editor elements. Not only that, but sometimes you also have to do things like
collect all the Jems, or get all the bug parts, or free the blue robot, or multiple\/all of the above.
I mean, I guess atleast by the time you finally unlock what you're looking for you'll definitely know how it works, but isn't that
why you can test your levels before you ship them?
Great game, but this kinda ruins it for me.. Another good minipuzzle.. Ok, ok, I streamed this game on twitch, and my
community LOVED it. I'm trans, and almost all my viewers are queer, and even though there's HELLA problematic stuff here,
it never presented queer stuff in a poor light. My viewers had a blast, and I really enjoyed the game (I described it as "a fever
dream for every 14 year-old trans kid who has yet to come out"). If you decide to make any more of these cool kinda-queer
visual novels, I'll be first in line.

Great story, great personalities / characters, cool concept. There were a COUPLE kinda unnecessarily-violent scenes, but I can
look past them in favor of the great story. 10/10, would recommend. https://www.twitch.tv/nikatine. It's quite entertaining for its
price, but pretty lackluster in its content. It's fun for a few hours, no achievements or goals. There's better ones out there.. Two
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words to describe this track Manly and Badass
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